2MINUTES 10SECONDS
60 -120 MINUTES
Create your own music “video”. You will import a digital file (.mp3) of
a song of your choosing, create an animation, and even include the lyrics
as animated text. This is a more advanced project, you’ll use the skills you
picked up in All About Me and Photoface.

LEARNING
GOALS
Through music teens ( and adults) can connect more deeply to 21st Century media literacy skills. By visualizing the story of a favorite song through
animation and interactive programming, youth gain insight and understanging of complex timing and interpretation of meaning through computer programming
FIND A FAVORITE SONG
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Create a folder on your desktop named MusicVideo. This
is where you will Save/Download your .mp3 song file.
Think of a song you really like
and either import it from a CD
you own or you can search
the Internet for a copyrightfree song to download in the
.mp3 format.
Search online for the song
title + “lyrics”. Once you find
them, select, copy and paste
them into a text document.
Save this text file in your MusicVideo folder. Once you’ve
downloaded the song file, listen to it and brainstorm a few
song ideas that you would like
to animate.
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GET STARTED IN SCRATCH
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To start think about the images you’d like to have in your
animation. What do you see
or imagine when you listen to
the song? Do you want yourself in it? Or maybe the song
describes places or things
you can draw or add as photographs...
Just like in the All About Me
project, plan on creating a
sprite that you will animate
and duplicate, you will also
be creating a background but
we’ll wait to do this until after
you’ve imported your music
and lyrics

ANIMATE IT
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Now you’ll animate your
sprite. In this project the
sprite will change costumes
to animate its shape, move
around the screen, and if it
bumps an edge it will turn
around. We’ll put it inside a
forever block

And to make it always start
off in a random direction
when you click the greenflag button we’ll add a turn
+ pick random number block
for the degrees of the turn.
Click the operators button to
find the random block.
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To finish the animation scripts
we’ll add one more. This
script uses the go to x and y
block, and two pick random
blocks. One of these is set to
the width (the x) of the stage
and the other is set to the
height ( the y) of the stage.

Add one more block to this
script - from the looks blocks
drag out a change color effect by block, snap it in place
and use another pick random
block set to 0 - 256 to make
the color of your sprite a
random color whenever you
click the green-flag button

ADD YOUR LYRICS
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On your computer open the
MusicVideo folder and open
your saved lyrics file. Select
and copy the text. Go back to
Scratch and use the create
new sprite button to create
your lyrics sprite.
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Click on the “T” text tool to
paste your copied lyrics. You
can change the font color
and size to your liking.
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IMPORT YOUR SONG
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Make sure you are in the lyrics sprite, then click on the
Sounds tab to import your
song. Click on Import button and find the MusicVideo
folder that has your song file.
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Once you have found it click
OK. You can click the play
button to make sure it imported correctly.

GETTING YOUR TEXT TO SCROLL
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Here’s a detailed explanation of how these blocks work:
The go to x: 30 y: -620 block sets
the large lyric sprite at the bottom of
the stage. You will need to find the
right “y” coordinate by trial and error
since not all lyrics will be as long or
as short as our example. After set the
starting position of the lyrics sprite
we’ll use a show block from the
Looks blocks.

Point in direction 90 block makes sure the lyrics
sprite moves up when we scroll it. The glide block
has values that you can find easily from the go to
block (notice the change
to a positive (+) number.
The secs are the length of your song, in seconds
(not minutes). You can find the number of seconds
under the Sounds tab of your sprite – where you
imported the song.
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GETTING YOUR TEXT TO SCROLL Cont...
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Another way to find the starting position is to move your text to the bottom and look at the coordinates in
the lower right corner
Once the text has finished scrolling
and the music ends, the hide block
hides the text
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To play the song when you
start your program with the
green-flag button, drag out
a green-flag block, a forever
block and from the Sound
blocks pull out a play sound
until done. Choose your file
name from the drop-down
menu

ADD MORE SPRITES - EASILY
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Once you have one working
animated sprite, you can duplicate the whole sprite along
with its scripts. Just right-click
( or control-click on a Mac)
and choose
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Now you can test the animation of multiple sprites along
with the lyrics scrolling to get
the timing right and fix any
bugs...
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Finally, you’ll want to add
a background that fits with
your animation. You can paint
one or import. Just click on
the Stage button and then
the Backgrounds tab to add
a new background image.
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Make sure you give credit
to anyone you used media
from: either music or images
in your project, and enjoy!

This project will let you explore the ideas and issues around intellectual
property rights of individuals, which can then be balanced by having
youth explore their own ideas of sounds and songs through music-creation programs like Apple’s Garage Band program.
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